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Abstract—This project deals with the creation of an
intelligent android application that plays the game of
Rock, Paper Scissors against the user, learning the
user's patterns based on various aspects such as most
commonly used inputs and the inputs used in the
immediate past. With a custom algorithm, the bot
achieves a minimum of a 60% win rate against the
average user.
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INTRODUCTION
The RPS (Rock Paper Scissors) Bot starts out with
an algorithm designed to play with common rps patterns
observed in players and aims to predict what object the
player will throw, and then counter. As it plays with the
same player, it builds patterns based on their unique
playing habits and learns their particular quirks and
tendencies. The main focus is collecting player data and
finding the common outliers among the human players,
and then subsequently creating a unique algorithm to
counter such opponents, while also building individual
player patterns. This particular project focuses on
algorithm design, data collection, storage and
manipulation, pattern recognition, game theory, and
human psychology. As such, it dips its toes into various
fields within computer science.
I.

GENERAL METHODOLOGY

A. Mode of implementation
Android was chosen to be the mode of
implementation for ease of use, making it simple for
various users to test and play with the app in an easy
and accessible format. The user has to simply click on
the icon of a rock, paper or pair of scissors, and the
relevant move is played.
B. In-code implementation
● At first, the computer uses a simple random
function to respond to user inputs (hereafter
referred to as throws). Very quickly, it builds an
idea of the user's commonly used throws, and
begins to randomly select one of three different
algorithms.
●

●

The second algorithm used is based on most
common player throws. Most players tend to have
certain specific throws they use more often than the
others, and this algorithm counters those.

●

The third algorithm uses a stack-based data
structure to remember the user's immediate past few
moves, as users also tend to throw similar choices
repeatedly over a short interval.

C. Tracking the effectiveness of the application
There are two methods of checking how well the
algorithms perform their function, one within the app and
one through an altered copy of the app. Within the app, a
stats screen displays the user's win rate, effectively tracking
how well the bot is predicting user throws. Alternatively, a
modified copy of the app for debugging displays which
algorithm has been chosen on each throw, allowing testers
to see how well the given algorithm is working.
II.
EXPECTED RESULTS
From testing with n=10 users, we have seen the bot
getting an average win-rate of 55% to 70%, well within the
desired result of wanting to achieve a 60% win-rate. It is
seen that if user throws are purely random, the bot's win-rate
drops down to 50%, as expected, since randomness cannot
be dealt with. If users do make informed choices like they
do when playing with a real opponent, the bot's output is
above average.
III.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND DATA FLOW
System Requirements

S.I No.

Name

Min. Version

1.

Android device

Android 6.0

2.

Bot Application

1.0

The first algorithm the computer may use is
again the simple random function. This is to
avoid player cheating, as such, even if one were
to know exactly how each algorithm worked,
they would not be able to "cheat" the bot.
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Fig. 1 General flow of data
IV.
ONCLUSION

Our rock paper scissors bot thus provides a new
implementation of the classic game, with the bot
learning as it goes, becoming an ever-evolving
evolving challenge
to players. With implementation possible in multiple
platforms thanks to the use of an algorithm, th
the bot
should be easy for anyone to use, and subsequently
watch become smarter with their own eyes. Achieving a
high or low win rate then shows how prone the player is
to fall into patterns, and how randomly they manage to
throw their hand. If the bot has a low win rate, it
signifies the player lacking patterns and thus remaining
unpredictable, while a high win rate shows the player
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using the same patterns over and over. Thus, it can alsoC
be used to train the ability to refrain from falling into
patterns within users.
Expected new applications
●

A new approach to player move prediction,
with the psychology involved providing insight
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patterns

●

A simple "AI" learning a human's behavior over
time and learning to respond accordingly
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